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Vapor Permeance
UNDERSTANDING HOW WATER VAPOR INTERACTS WITH BUILDING MATERIALS IS CRITICAL TO AVOIDING
MOISTURE PROBLEMS IN BUILDING ASSEMBLIES
BY JONATHAN SMEGAL

T

erms such as “vapor barrier” or “vapor
retarder” are familiar to most of us, even
though we may not be completely clear on
their differences. They describe a material’s
vapor permeance—its ability to prevent or allow
water vapor to pass through it. Materials with high
vapor permeance allow a lot of water vapor to pass
through; materials with low vapor permeance block
some or all water vapor from passing through them
and are called “vapor retarders” or “vapor barriers.”
How much water vapor passes through a material
depends not only on the vapor permeance of that
material, but also on the amount of water vapor (also
called vapor pressure) on each side of the material.
In simple terms, vapor permeance can be determined
in a lab using tests that subject a known area and
thickness of material to a known temperature and
vapor pressure gradient or RH (relative humidity) on
both sides. Moisture moves from wet to dry, and the
vapor pressure gradient describes how much “pull”
one side of the wall has compared with the other
side. The greater the difference in pressure gradient
is between sides, the stronger the pull on the vapor.

Testing Permeance
ASTM E96 (“Standard Test Methods for Water Vapor
Transmission of Materials”) describes two tests,
commonly referred to as “wet cup” and “dry cup”
tests. In the wet cup test, the air on one side of
the material is pretty much regular air (50% RH at
25° C / 77° F), while the air on the other side is
saturated (100% RH). The dry cup test also has regular
air (50% RH at 25° C / 77° F) on one side, but the
other side has either a desiccant or air at 0% RH.
The results of these tests eventually work their way
into codes and standards. Which test is used should
depend on whether the material being tested will be
used on the inside or outside of a building. In many

climates, for example, material on the outside of a
building will be subjected to higher relative humidity,
as you would expect during rain events and more
tropical climatic conditions. In these cases, the wet
cup test is probably the more relevant test for building
materials designed to be used on the outside of the
enclosure. Inside, where the air is drier, the dry cup
test would better indicate expected performance.
Diffusion Confusion
When thinking about permeance, it’s important
to remember that there is a difference between
vapor that is carried by air currents via infiltration
or exfiltration, and vapor diffusion, which is
independent of air movement. Vapor diffusion,
as described by the ideal gas law, is basically the
activity of water molecules in the air banging into
one another and into surfaces. The degree to which
diffusion results in water molecules penetrating into
and through the surfaces they impact depends on
how permeable the surfaces are.
But diffusion is typically a slow process. A much
quicker way for a water molecule to get into a wall
is to ride an air current into a hole in that wall, such

Tests for permeability
measure vapor
diffusion through
a material with
50 percent RH air on
one side and either
a desiccant (“dry cup
test”) or liquid water
(“wet cup test)” on
the other.
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as the space around an electrical outlet or window
jamb. Infiltration or exfiltration can move orders of
magnitude more water vapor than can vapor diffusion
alone. Hence the recent de-emphasis of vapor barriers
in high-performance building in favor of air barriers.
Vapor barriers are intended to stop vapor diffusion,
whereas air barriers are intended to stop infiltration or
exfiltration of air, whether dry or moisture-laden.
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one direction—either to the interior or the exterior,
depending on which climate zone you are in, and on
the material properties of the enclosure materials.
This underscores the importance of looking at the
whole assembly when designing a high-performance
wall or roof. Vapor diffusion through the enclosure is
controlled by the least vapor-permeable material. So,
if you design a vapor-open enclosure but include one
layer that is vapor impermeable—a vapor barrier—it
will stop all vapor from moving in or out of the
enclosure at that layer. Some scientists call such an
analysis the “vapor profile” of the assembly because it
describes which way the wall can dry from any given
layer. If it can’t dry out or dry in, it’s a problem.
Permeance varies from highly permeable
materials (such as some housewraps, latex paint,
mineral or fiberglass batt insulation, and drywall)
to vapor retarders (such as the kraft facing paper
on batt insulation) to vapor barriers (such as 6 mil
polyethylene and most peel-and-stick membranes),
which effectively block the passage of water vapor.
Spray foam used to be considered impermeable,
but there are lots of different formulas now. Halfpound open-cell foam is quite vapor permeable and
will not control the vapor movement. Even closedcell foam is somewhat permeable up to about a
2-inch thickness, at which point it’s considered to
be a vapor barrier.
Smart vapor barriers. There are also materials called
“smart vapor barriers,” for which the permeance
varies depending on ambient relative humidity. In a
drier environment with a low relative humidity, they
will act as vapor barriers. But if the relative humidity
increases due, for example, to water leakage into the
enclosure, then the vapor permeance of a smart vapor
barrier would increase and allow more drying.
The most common smart vapor retarder is the kraft
backing paper on batt insulation. The paper is vaporclosed unless the wall cavity becomes wet, at which
point the paper becomes vapor-open to allow drying.
There are also plastic films that will behave the same
way, often with a wider range of vapor permeance.
CertainTeed’s MemBrain is one example in North
America, but there are others, many of which are still
used just in Europe. PRO
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